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From Genesis To RevelationFrom Genesis To RevelationFrom Genesis To Revelation

I Am Not A ChristianI Am Not A ChristianI Am Not A Christian



At the genesis of man, the soul emerged, a powerful entity
that transcends the human mind. It possesses the ability to
create, shaping a living soul in the image and likeness of its
creator. This creation process, a manifestation of our
thoughts and imagination, is brought to life through
concentration and spoken into existence. When the
anointing resonates with our soul, we explore deep thought
or meditation, harnessing our imagination to manifest our
desires. 
God's creation of the universe demonstrates the power of
focus and spoken word. As spiritual beings, we have the
capacity to operate with the same authority and abilities.
The spiritual connection begins to merge with the natural,
and we become universal, able to control the natural with
the spiritual. It takes practice and dedication, but it is
possible. The spiritual mindset we develop as we evolve
mentally is where magic happens. Life will never get easy,
but spirituality expands our wisdom. We receive insight and
build trust in our intuition.  
We witness how fast God works in our lives, like the speed
of light emerging from the darkness. The fact that the Bible
drives the point of being the light of the world should draw
you closer to possessing the anointing of Christ in your heart
and mind, energizing the power within your soul. Being a
child of God works on the same principles as the natural
world. We inherit our parent's DNA and genetics, giving us
the same characteristics, traits, personalities, etc. You will be
amazed at what you'll be capable of doing with the wisdom
of the Spirit.

One With GodOne With GodOne With God
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Describe your image and likeness in these three ways 
THE SPIRIT IS IN YOU

H o w  s t r o n g  i s  y o u r  c o n c e n t r a t i o n ?  

D o  y o u  f e e l  a  s p i r i t u a l  c o n n e c t i o n ?

H o w  h e a l t h y  i s  y o u r  b o d y  r i g h t  n o w ?



The spiritual world and the natural world may appear similar
to those who don't understand their contrast, but they are
fundamentally different. They operate with opposing forces,
each deriving power from distinct sources. In the spiritual
world, power emanates from God, who demonstrates strength
and empathy. In the natural world, power stems from the Ego,
which exhibits strength and sympathy. While these
differences may not be immediately apparent, a closer look
reveals their unique characteristics. God's power works in
conjunction with the world because empathy allows us to put
ourselves in someone else's shoes, strengthening each other in
unison. Ego's power works like segregation. To sympathize
with someone doesn't allow us to share feelings; it only
separates the strong from the weak. You end up wishing the
other person well and leaving them to fend for themselves,
bringing up feelings of loneliness. 

As we develop spirituality, we also fortify our connections
with others and ourselves. Personal growth is a
transformative journey that commences from within. As we
evolve spiritually, we gain a deeper understanding of
ourselves and gain control over our actions. When one person
sets foot on this path, others are inevitably drawn to it,
experiencing the profound and transformative power of
spirituality for themselves. This is the natural order of things,
a testament to the immense power of personal growth and
spiritual evolution.



We develop wisdom, knowledge, and understanding with the
principle of the power of three. The Bible expresses that the
greatest of these is understanding. The knowledge we should
attain is to understand when the Spirit is providing us with
wisdom and then understand what to do with the knowledge.
The growth of our spiritual abilities strengthens our mental
and physical attributes, allowing us to become more
successful in life. The Bible tells us to meditate day and night
so we can obtain success. Maintaining focus is a critical part
of living spiritually, thereby not letting anything deter us from
our manifestation of faith. Developing a solid belief system
requires dedication and perseverance, which will challenge
your faith in God and test your patience to achieve your
breakthrough. We must all confront the darkness and focus
on the Light until our destiny becomes vivid enough to
manifest our reality. The concept is to allow our meditation to
take us into our Genesis center, get a Revelation from God,
and transmute it into materiality. The Spirit strengthens us
mentally by giving us the capacity to believe we can do
anything. God uses our hearts and minds for this because they
produce electromagnetic fields that the power of
concentration can amplify. This mindset propels us past our
physical abilities when we begin to take on our dreams and
achieve new goals.

Mental
Prowess
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Describe your image and likeness in these three ways 
THE SPIRIT IS IN YOU

W h a t  t h o u g h t s  c o n s u m e  y o u ?

C a n  y o u  f e e l  a  h e a r t - s o u l  c o n n e c t i o n ?

A r e  y o u  s a t i s f i e d  w i t h  y o u r  b o d y ?



Meditation leads to the soul when it comes to being a
visionary. The objective is to focus on your heartbeat until you
sense the rhythm of it, then sync your breath with deep
breathing. Before entering your meditation, jot down some
questions you would like answers to and focus on one of them
before your breathwork. First, take slow breaths and hold for
a few seconds, then release the breaths twice as long as
inhaled. This technique will create heart and soul
synchronicity, and we enter our Genesis center where stillness
and the peace that transcends understanding reside. Once this
transformation happens, you will reach the Revelation phase,
when visions, thoughts, and dreams arise. Keeping a journal
of your experiences will be your best guide for remembering
your encounters. Your visions will be more vivid the more you
practice this meditation. 
Another form of meditation to practice is mindfulness. With
this technique, you develop a deep awareness of your
environment, emotions, and body as you go about your day.
The way to experience mindfulness is not to have present
judgment, but to perceive things as they are without a label
attached. Life becomes more adaptable and less problematic
when we live this way. 
Becoming a visionary helps make better decisions by
increasing spiritual discernment and decreasing the
wandering mind to create laser focus in the natural world.
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Describe your image and likeness in these three ways 
THE SPIRIT IS IN YOU

W h a t  v i s i o n s  a r e  y o u  f o c u s e d  o n ?

C a n  y o u  s e e  y o u r  s o u l  a t  w o r k ?

H o w  w o u l d  y o u  d e s c r i b e  y o u r  b o d y ?



Prepare for tests and trials when you decide to go on your
spiritual journey. Those who become anointed with the Spirit
will face some complex challenges. This part is learning to
connect your mind, body, and soul. You've probably been only
using mind and body up until this point. The question is,
"What's been influencing your mind?" Your Ego, if not the
soul. The soul embodies the Spirit of God and provides
wisdom to the mind, which controls our bodies. Our soul
holds the mind accountable for the actions of our body, and
we have to face judgment by our souls, which is why the Bible
tells us to repent daily. We need accountability to be
righteous; this is why only a few are chosen to carry the
anointing. 
When we are called to ministry, there can't be any fear or
doubt. Fear keeps us from reaching our breakthroughs. Doubt
diminishes belief and leads us to question or relinquish our
faith. Strengthening our spiritual abilities overcomes fear and
doubt, strengthening our mental accountability. 
When spirituality reinforces our mental prowess, we begin to
see the possibilities in situations from an optimistic point of
view without fear or doubt and start to visualize outcomes.
Our belief system grows each time we get an opportunity to
take on new challenges, which makes our mind, body, and
soul connection resilient. We take our mental accountability
to new levels every step of the journey.
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Describe your image and likeness in these three ways 
THE SPIRIT IS IN YOU

W h a t  f e a r s  h o l d  y o u  b a c k  m e n t a l l y ?

I s  y o u r  s o u l  s e n d i n g  y o u  w a r n i n g s ?

A r e  y o u  a b l e  t o  e n d u r e  y o u r  t r i a l s ?



Love is the most powerful force in the universe. Even though
it cannot be physically touched, it can be felt and seen. It
motivates us to do anything, even if it seems impossible. The
source of this energy is within our hearts, which produce the
most expansive electromagnetic field in our bodies. People
can feel, hear, and see when we have our heart in something.
There is no hiding the truth. Our heartfelt connection to
something will attract it to us. We should always remember
to have love at the forefront of the motive for whatever we
set out to do in life. Love will motivate you to do anything,
even if it seems impossible. There's no stopping it! Your heart
is the first place to check if life isn't going your way. The
Bible states that "God so loved the world," people feel that
love so strongly that they seek it out daily to fill their souls
with it and feel revived and alive. Once you experience this
feeling, you won't want to return to how you used to be. Love
builds a thirst in us that we want to pass on to others so they
can encounter the joy it brings. When we get filled with the
Spirit, we resonate with the vibration of love to the point that
people start recognizing our joyous demeanor and
witnessing the blessings that pour into our lives. God's love is
abundant in the universe, and all we have to do is seek out
the Kingdom of Heaven, as the Bible so eloquently puts it, to
have love added to our lives. We can make a world of
difference by loving ourselves and showing others that the
way to adoration and worship begins within our hearts.



RespectRespect

The exciting part of the journey is when empathy sets higher
than ever, and your level of respect changes. First, it starts
internally, and you develop new expectations of yourself;
then, it spreads outwardly, and you start having fewer
expectations for others. You begin to understand the power
within you and learn to control your emotions better because
you realize that people operate at their highest degree of
wisdom and awareness, which creates their outlook of
respect. 
The spiritual world doesn't require us to be respecters of
people. We respect people's gifts of discipline and restraint.
Holding yourself accountable for your actions without
blaming someone else for the change in your emotional state
takes great responsibility. I am that I am because of the Spirit
of God inside of me, able to control my internal environment. 
In the natural world, we find people who blame others for
their emotional outbreaks and rollercoasters. There needs to
be an understanding that the cause and cure to their
problems is themselves. Self-control is a byproduct of self-
respect. 
Respect needs the necessary attention to improve the
environment for our families, school system, workplace, and
social groups. Take note of how you feel inside right now and
make the necessary adjustments to get your spiritual mindset
back in order.



JudgementJudgement

What warrants a person the right to pass judgement on
another? Have we decided that our way is the only way or the
right way? These questions need to be answered before
making our accusations verbal. For us to come to conclusions
before analyzing someone’s body language, choice of words,
and eye contact is a misfortune to the person we’re engaging
or judging. The Bible tells us that what we do to others will be
done to us in return. What do we have to gain from speaking
negative about others? It would be better to evaluate
ourselves before pronouncing someone else as problematic. 

To be a Christian is to be Christlike, exemplifying His Spirit.
People get caught up in the title rather than the Spirit. Some
call themselves believers, others children of God. If you don’t
hold yourself to the standard, don’t take on the name and
degrade the reputation of the saints. We squander the
opportunity to have another person to be converted into the
spiritual bliss, escaping the suffering of the natural world by
being a person’s judge and jury. 

The Bible was written to cleanse ourselves and justify our
soul’s righteousness to God. We are the chosen ones to edify
the body of Christ. It’s time to make an impact on the natural
world with your spiritual gifts. Let go of your title and become
the Light you were called to be.


